Several periodic replacement policies with minimal repair at failures are summarized: 1) A policy for a unit with random and wearout failures. 2) Two modified policies where if a failure occurs just before the replacement time, then (i) a unit remains failed, (ii) a unit is replaced by a new one. 3) Three imperfect preventive maintenance (pm) policies where (i) a unit after pm has the same failure rate as before pm with a certain probability, (ii) the age of a unit becomes x units of time younger at pm, (iii) the age of a unit after pm reduces to at at pm. Expected cost rates for each model are obtained and optimum policies are discussed. Some examples for the above models are presented.
Introduction
Barlow and Hunter [1] considered the following replacement policy: A unit is replaced periodically at schedull~d times kT (k = 1, 2, ... ). After each failure, only minimal repair is made so that the failure rate remains undisturbed by any repair of failures between successive replacements. This policy is commonly used with complex systems such as computers and airplanes.
Holland and McLean [6] provided a practical procedure for applying the poLicy to large motors and small electrical parts. Morimura [8] has modified the policy in the way of the version that a unit is replaced at the kth failure th and the (k - 1) previous failures are corrected with minimal repair. Further, Tilquin and Cl~roux [17] introduced the adjustment costs which increase with the age of a unit. Tahara and Nishida [15] also introduced the break-· down cost suffered for a failed unit which is replaced at the first failurE~ after some age.
In this paper, we summarize the knovm results of the policy, and consider extended and modified models which could be applicable to practical fields.
For instance, we consider the policy for a used unit of age x and for a unit 213 with random and wearout failures, and a discrete time policy where a unit operates at discrete times. Further, we consider two modifications of the policy in which any failed unit just before the scheduled replacement undergoes no repair. Finally, three imperfect preventive maintenance models with minimal repair at failures are presented. We discuss optimum policies which minimize the expected cost: rates for each model. Some useful remarks for optimum policies are further made.
Known Results and Remarks
A unit is replaced at scheduled times kT (k = 1, 2, ... ) and any unit is as good as new after replacement. Only minimal repair is made when the unit fails between periodic replacements. So that, the failure rate of the unit remains undisturbed by any repair of failures. Assume that the repair and replacement times are negligible.
Suppose that the failure times of each unit are independent, and have a density f(t) and a distribution pet). Then, the following results were obtained by [2, p. 
Tr(T) -f~ r(t)dt ~ r(T)f~ F(t)dt -F(T).
(ii)
When we adopt the total expected cost as an appropriate objective function for an infinite time span, we should evaluate values of all future costs by using a discount rate. We apply the continuous discounting to the costs at the times when these costs occur actually. Let 0. be a positive discount rate and C(T;o.) be the total expected cost for the policy. In this case, equations (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) are re~lritten, respectively, as follows:
0.-+0 C(T) which is the expected cost rate without discount-
Consider a system consisting of n identical units which operate independently each other. Assume that all together are replaced at times kT (k = 1, 2, ... ) and each failed unit between replacements undergoes minimal repair.
Then, the expected cost rate is (2.10) 
which is a necessary condition that a finite x minimizes C(T;x) for a fixed T.
Consider a unit which operates at discrete times n (n = 1, 2, ... ). The unit is replaced at times kN (k = 1, 2, .
•• ) and any failed unit between replacements undergoes minimal repair. Note that N corresponds to T in the continuous time model. Let {P n }~=l denote the discrete failure distribution that the unit fails at time n. Then, the expected cost rate is
where r(n) = failure rate of the discrete failure distribution, i.e., r(n) _ P / 2: p. 
Example
Suppose that the failure time distribution is a discrete Weibull with a (n_l)2 n 2 shape parameter 2, i.e., p = q -q (n = 1, 2, ..• ; 0 < q < 1) (see n 2n-l [14] ). Then, we have r(n) = 1 -q 
Replacement Po 1 icy with Random and WE!arout Fa il ures
Mine and Kawai [7] considered a modified replacement policy for a unit:
with random and wearout failures, where an operating unit enters a wearout failure period at a fixed time TO' after it has operated continuously in a random failure period. We assume that the unit is replaced at scheduled time T + TO' where TO is constant and previously given, and it undergoes only minimal repair at failures between replacements.
Suppose that the unit has a constant failure rate A in a random failure period and A + r(t) in a wearout failure period. Then, the expected cost rate is given by 
Modified Replacement Policies
Suppose that the unit fails just before one of the scheduled replacement times. Then, it may be l.asteful to repair the failed unit and may be wise to replace it at the next scheduled replacement. That is, if a failure occurs
, the unit is not repaired in this interval and is replaced at scheduled time kT. The unit will be down for the time interval from its failure to the replacement. Cox [4] considered a similar model of block replacement where the replacement of a failed unit just before the scheduled time is postponed untill the next scheduled replacement.
The mean time between failure and its replacement when a failure occurs
Thus, the expected cost rate is 
T-T d T clfO r(t)dt + c 2 + c 3 f T _ T [F(t) -F(T-Td)]dt/F(T-T d )

r'J:-T F(t)dt
to zero for a fixed T > 0, we have
Thus, if r(t) is monotonely increasing
In the above policy, it may be wisl~ to replace a failed unit at scheduled time without repairing, but we can not sometimes leave a failed unit as it is until the scheduled replacement time. To overcome this, we consider the following model: If the unit fails in an interval (T -Td;T) then it is replaced by a new one before a scheduled replaceluent time. Tahara and Nishida [14] called the policy as the (t, T)-policy.
The expected cost rate is, from [15] then Td = T, viz., the unit is replaced at failure or at time T, whichever occurs first, after its installation, and 
c1F(T-T d ) -c 4 F(T)
IT * F(t)dt T-T d * (T -Td)F(T) T - I T _ T F(t)dt d
+ c 4 F(T) I~ F(t)dt
Suppose that the failure time distribution is a gamma distribution with
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-t a shape parameter Z, i.e., pet) = 1 -(1 + t)e . Then, the failure rate is t/ (1 + t) and is monotonely increasing from 0 to 1. Table 1 
Imperfect Preventive Maintenance Policies
Barlow and Hunter [1] considered the preventive maintenance (pm) policy in which a failed unit between periodic pm's undergoes minimal repair. Earlier results of optimum pm policies have been summarized in [9] . However, almost all models have assumed that a unit is as good as new after any pm.
In practice, this assumption is often not true: A unit after pm usually might be younger at pm, and occasionally might be worce than before pm because of faulty procedures.
In this section, we consider the following three imperfect pm policies for a unit with minimal repair at failures:
(i) A unit after pm has the same failure rate as before pm or is as good as new with certain probabilities.
(ii) The age of a unit becomes x units of time younger at each pm.
(iii) The age of a unit after pm reduces to at when it was t before pm.
Assume that the unit is maintained preventively at scheduled times kT
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(k = 1,2, ... ), and undergoes only minimal repair at failures between pm's.
Further, assume that the repair and pm times are negligible.
Suppose that the unit after pm has "the same failure rate as it has been before pm with probability p (0 ::: p < 1) and is as good as new with probability p (= 1 -p) . The pm action does not make any improvement in the condition of the unit with probability p, because of I.rong adjustments, bad parts, damage done during pm, and so on. Helvic [5] applied such an imperfect pm to the periodic maintenance of fault tolerant computing systems. The expected cost rate is, from [10] ,
where cl = cost of minimal repair, N is a positive integer. Then, the expeeted cost rate is easily given by
NT
where c 3 = cost of scheduled replacement at time NT, where c 3
Suppose that N is constant and T is a variable on (0, 00 N-ljx) (N = 1, 2, . .. ). Thus, from these inequalities, we have, respectively,
where
Further, we have ciA(13 -l)g (13) The expected cost rate is, from (5.4),
C 4 (T,N;x)
N-l
where the left-hand side is monotonely increasing in T, taking the values * from 0 to 00. Thus, the optimum pm time ~r exists uniquely, which satisfies (5.5). Further, the left-hand side is also decreasing in x for a fixed T, * and hence, the optimum pm time T is an :increasing function of x. Thus, putting x = o and x = T in (5.5), we hav.~ the lower and upper limits:
The expected cost rate is, from (5.8), 
Concluding Remarks
We have summarized the periodic replacement models with minimal repair at failures. In particular, three imperfect pm models are theoretically new and could be applied to more practical fields. Throughout this paper, we have assumed that the failure rate remains undisturbed by any repair of failures between replacements. Actually, this assumption is often not true. It is usually said that the unit after minimal repair might be worce than before failure.
Suppose that the age of the unit after minimal repair becomes at (a ~ 0)
when it was t before failure. If a < 1 then the unit is younger at minimal repair and if a > 1 then it is worce than before failure. Then, the expected number of failures during the interval (0, T] is easily given by Thus, the expected cost rate is (6.2) 
C(T;a)
When a = 0, the unit becomes always new at each minimal repair and the model corresponds to block replacement. When a = 1, the failure rate is not disturbed by each minimal repair and this corresponds to the model in this paper. However, in general, it is very difficult to make discussions about optimum policies for the model.
We have not treated block replacement appeared in [3, 4, 16] . The policies in this paper could be applied to other replacement models. where Cs cost of replacement for a failed unit.
